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the crane planner is a very user-friendly
software tool. after the download it is easy to
use and has many functionalities. i am using the
crane planner pro version for crane planning. it
is easy to use, one click planning. it is a
comprehensive tool for crane planning. i was
really impressed with the crane planner. i have
used it for planning a number of jobs and it has
been a real boon to the way i work. i have used
the free version and i have been impressed by
the functionality. crane planner is an amazing
tool for crane planning, it was easy to use and i
was able to plan an enormous project in
minutes, with multiple cranes and loads all in
one place. i would highly recommend it to
anyone needing a crane planner. i was
impressed with crane planner. the crane planner
is a very user-friendly software tool. it was easy
to use and i was able to plan a huge project in
minutes, with multiple cranes and loads all in
one place. the crane planner is a very user-
friendly software tool. i have used the crane
planner pro version for crane planning. it is easy
to use, one click planning. it is a comprehensive
tool for crane planning. the crane planner 2.0
can be used as an online-tool to provide the
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crane operator with high quality visualisations of
crane configurations and the loads, the crane
movements, the ground pressure and the
support. the operator is then able to check the
crane movements and the crane load on the fly,
which saves time and money. if the crane
operator has not yet assigned the crane to a
specific task, he or she can use crane planner to
preview the crane movement and load by using
the interactive 3d visualisation. he or she can
also check the ground pressure and support by
pressing the “what am i moving now?” button.
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the software combines a three-dimensional user
interface and the exact machine data of the
load moment limitation from the liccon crane
control system. the data displayed in crane

planner 2.0 are determined using exactly the
same calculation logic as the live data

generated by the real mobile and crawler
cranes. key data such as ground pressures,

support pressures, lifting capacities and centres
of gravity are calculated simultaneously. each

time the configuration, load or geometry is
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changed, a new calculation is carried out. the
program can be downloaded and installed to a
pc from the crane plannerhome page. a free

licence for the free version, or the fee-based pro
version can be obtained from the licence shop.
furthermore, there is a trial version available

which enables users to enjoy a 30-day free trial
of the pro version. whilst using crane

planner2.0, the calculations of the machine
planning data, such as lifting capacities, support
and ground pressures, are carried out online to
ensure that they are always up to date. when
working with the electromagnetic field, use

caution. the field is extremely powerful and very
easy to get caught in. remember, it can make
you invisible, force you to pass through solid

objects, and so on. be aware of the main
dangers of the field, and use it only for what

youre supposed to be doing. if you use it for a
purpose other than what it was designed for,

you may have some unwanted side-effects. the
electromagnetic field is extremely dangerous,
and you must be careful if you use it, or else

you might get hurt or even killed. 5ec8ef588b
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